The effects of hippocampal damage on adaptation to novelty in rats.
Nurses are the primary care givers of disoriented individuals. More knowledge of how wayfinding is accomplished could help improve care and determine nursing therapies. Humans and animals wayfind most efficiently by forming mental images called cognitive maps. It is theorized that the hippocampus (HPC) is necessary for generating and updating cognitive maps. Further, it is known that HPC damage alters wayfinding ability. This study is a secondary analysis of Therrien's data to investigate effects of HPC lesion side and animal gender on exploratory behavior when novelty is introduced into a familiar environment. After rats with HPC or sham lesions were trained on a place navigation task that involved learning to use a fixed set of distal cues to locate a platform submerged under water, novelty was introduced on two test days. Exploratory behaviors measured were swim distances in all areas of the tank, orientation directly beneath the distal cues, and directional turn following placement in the water.